NEW ENGLAND WILDLIFE CENTERS

WILDLIFE TRIAGE FOR
THE SMALL ANIMAL PRACTICIONER
JUNE 6TH 2023.

RACE APPROVED
FOR 6 HOURS OF CE CREDIT

Does your small animal practice frequently get wildlife calls or admissions? Would you like to learn the most up to date stabilization, handling, and transport skills to help these animals before they are transferred? Are you thinking about establishing a relationship with a wildlife hospital and or licensed rehabilitator? If so, this is the course for you!

**Course Fee:** $300 per person

Email priya.patel@newildlife.org to reserve your spot!

**Topics Covered:**
- Regulations about treating wildlife
- Handling and restraint
- Fluid therapy and Pain management
- Fracture stabilization
- Nutritional support
- Zoonotic disease processes
- Euthanasia protocols

New England Wildlife Center
500 Columbian Street
South Weymouth MA

9am-4pm

Price: $300 per person

PIZZA LUNCH INCLUDED